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Our journey just got better




From the pulse of great cities onto adventures within wide plains, journey with us across Africa and the Middle East.




Read Current Issue


















Our journey just got better




Check out our latest issue!




Download Now!













Boutique Harare: A tranquil retreat at York Lodge




Harare, the “Sunshine City” often proves to be an anomaly for most Zimbabwean diasporans headed in for business and pleasure, especially if they haven’t made their way back for a long while. 




Learn More

















Stay in the ultra-luxe Muraka Villa




Nothing could have prepared us for the blissful moments spent in the Maldivian Islands during our summer family vacation. 




Learn More












Juliet Ibrahim talks Travel, Art & Embracing a Multi-cultural Heritage




Embracing the cultures has given me a unique perspective on life, allowing me to appreciate the beauty and richness of each heritage.




Learn More

















Tastemakers




Get inspired to discover your path by some of Africa’s coolest tastemakers in travel and lifestyle
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African Lounge Abu Dhabi Where Safari-inspired Glamour meets the Arabian Sea












African Lounge, a tented safari camp experience within the prestigious Flamingo
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What’s your cup of tea?












From the sun-drenched Kenyan highlands to the verdant Rwandan slopes, Africa boasts
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Let’s demystify Conscious Travel in Africa: What’s it all about?












In an era where travel has become not only a privilege but a global pastime, the
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Beyond The Safari Stripes: Unveiling Africa’s Soul through indigenous tourism












The Africa I invite you to is not a picture, it’s a heartbeat, one that drums in
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Pelumi Nubi on an audacious solo drive from London to Lagos












Pelumi Nubi’s ambitions to kick off 2024 with a drive a solo drive from London to
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Juliet Ibrahim talks Travel, the Creative Art Space & Embracing a Multi-cultural Heritage












From a young age, the intricate tapestry of my mixed heritage ignited a deep
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Adventures




Explore Africa’s safari territories, pristine beaches and mountainous regions
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ADVENTURES




Luxor: Egypt’s Whispers of Pharaohs and Sands







Luxor, a city cradled by the life-giving Nile, whispers tales of pharaohs, gods, and civilizations lost to time. It’s a place where the sands hum with ancient secrets and the sun paints the sky with hues that inspired millennia of art.
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Adventures




Dubai’s Top Spots for Outdoor Adventures




Dubai, often associated with its stunning skyscrapers and luxury lifestyle, is also a haven for outdoor adventurers seeking thrilling experiences amidst its unique desert and coastal landscapes.
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Adventures




First look at Wilderness Usawa Serengeti




Did you know that Wilderness actually started out in Botswana 40 years ago as a mobile camp operator, so one would argue that it almost feels fitting to have launch their first mobile camp in the Serengeti, as the company readies to celebrate 40 years of impactful conservation tourism.
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Adventures




Inside the Adults Only Babohi by Newmark




My journey from Dubai to South Africa on this occasion, was curated with a view to help me garner visibility on how one can infuse both a city staycation in Johannesburg, coined Egoli or City of Gold by the locals, with a safari excursion a short drive away from the metropolis.
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Adventures




Wild over Wilderness Safaris’ Linkwasha Camp




There’s something about journeying into territories unknown, with little knowledge of where you are going or what experiences await you. Our minds were readied for an itinerary that was carefully curated by dear friends who have become family of mine – Luke and Suzanne Brown, Co-Founders of Vayeni Safari.













Brand Collaborators
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Download our previous issues




view all issues
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Leisure & lifestyle




Boutique Hospitality The Liz McGrath Collection Way




From Cape Town to Hermanus and Plettenberg Bay, three iconic boutique hotel destintions in South Africa’s favourite coastal cities and towns  form The Liz McGrath Collection, proud members of the Small Luxury Hotels of the World.
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Leisure & lifestyle




Satiated with relaxation at Rosewood Abu Dhabi




After a forlorn attempt to escape the hustle and bustle of Dubai by intentionally staying at home, gears quickly shifted towards the idea of rather checking into a luxurious retreat away, laptop-free and with no plan to venture beyond my hotel of choice’s immediate surroundings.
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Leisure & lifestyle




Andalusian inspired luxury at Al Habtoor Polo Resort




Nestled a short 30-minute drive from Downtown Dubai, lies the tranquil Andalusian-inspired, 5 star luxury boutique urban resort, with grounds that almost for a time have you forget that you are in the heart of the Arabian desert. 
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Leisure & lifestyle




Conrad Maldives Rangali Island: Your call to authentic barefoot luxury




Nestled in Maldives’ South Ari Atoll is the Conrad Maldives Rangali Resort, replete with flora, fauna and offering inspired luxury that one imagines only exists in their most enchanting of dreams.
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PULSE IN THE CITY




Discover what to get up to in Africa’s cityscapes.














Editor’s Pick



Pulse in the City







The Victoria Falls Hotel 120 years of documented historical moments and hospitality service excellence
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Modern excellence meets comfort at Sandton’s The Catalyst by Newmark
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Ottoman-inspired Opulence at the iconic Jumeirah Zabeel Saray
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Family Day out: A Rundown of 5 Spots where Fun Meets the Sun in Dubai
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Morrocco’s tanneries: A tale of leather production and observance of ancient traditions.
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Boutique Harare: A tranquil retreat at York Lodge
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Sustainable travels 




Where People, Wildlife and Landscapes thrive together
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Sustainable tourism with Planeterra
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Damien Mander and the Akashinga Rangers
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Singita Grumeti: Where luxury meets conservation
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Critically Endangered Black Rhino returned to Gonarezhou after 27 years
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Ker & Downey® Africa partner with the all-female Black Mamba Anti-Poaching Unit



















Sustainable Travel







10 Ways to ensure your safari journey makes a meaningful impact
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CULINARY ESCAPADES




Tales from the Chefs and epic dining experiences
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Risen Café and Artisanal Bakery in Millennium Place Marina now open!
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A new era for “The Project Brunch” at the St. Regis Abu Dhabi
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Social Distrikt officially opens at The Pointe, Dubai
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Spices, food, and history: The spice trade’s influence on East Africa’s cuisine.
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A toast to the Western Cape Winelands
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Revier Hotel is all set to launch Alphorn’s Swiss Bliss Brunch
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